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Introduction

The dilemma for the beader attempting to reproduce a design in a book, catalog or magazin
is that finding the exact beads used can be well-nigh impossible. Quite literally, there ar
millions upon millions of beads from which to choose. So what to do if something catches you
eye, but you just can't seem to find that one bead? Or what if you like the idea, but you're no
sold on the materials? Well, my dear, fret not!

You can move beyond the “monkey see, monkey do” mind-set and trust your design instincts
You don't have to follow the beader; you can borrow their compass and forge your ow
creative path. Find designs that delight your eye and tickle your fancy, and make them you
own. You can do it and I will show you how.

Think of it as a dialog between you and the designer. What can you add to the conversation
Designs should be springboards for your creativity, not rigid rules that you must slavish
follow. Beads, findings and wire are ever-changing: styles and colors ebbing and flowing
fashion shifting and techniques evolving.

As I was contemplating the aforementioned problem, I wondered what would happen if
created fashion-friendly designs and then reinterpreted them, changing colors, texture
patterns and materials. Instead of cooking with the same ingredients, I'd start with the sam
recipe, but add a dash, sprinkle or taste of something different. Would it result in deliciou
designs or distasteful disasters? You will have to decide for yourself.

My goal is to inspire you to be creative. I know you're busy and I know you're crafting in th
spaces in between. I want to make those spaces richer and more fulfilling. I'm here to giv

you solid technique advice and the creative tools you can use to free your vivid imagination
Think of this as a beaded jewelry recipe book. Jot down notes. Add your own variations an
original ideas. Before you know it, you'll be a master designer!
xoxo

Material Matters

You have to gather up a whole lot of shiny and not so shiny things if you want to mak
jewelry. This section discusses what you need to recreate the projects in this book. And it
only the beginning, because once you start making jewelry, you're going to find yourse
asking, “Can I use that to make jewelry?” on a daily basis.

A Strong Foundation: Wire, Chain and Stringing Materials
Hard Wir

Hard wires are used for a wide variety of applications in basic jewelry making. You can us
wire to make your own findings. You can use wire to wrap around foundation items or t
create jewelry components, and you can use hard wire to give structure to a design.

Hard wire comes in a variety of materials, finishes, gauges, strengths and shapes. Gaug
refers to the width of the wire; the smaller the number, the thicker the wire is. Softer materia
make a more malleable wire, which is ideal for wrapping and forming around a base. Harde
materials are often well suited as structural elements or to make hooks and other findings tha
will need to withstand more abuse.

Memory wire is tempered steel and will retain its shape, so it can't be wrapped or bent easi
and is best used as a foundation. You should never, ever cut memory mire with anything bu
memory wire shears, because it will destroy the wire cutters.

Sterling silver and copper wires are very soft and easy to manipulate. Steel and iron wires ar
strong and sturdy, but malleable enough to make great hooks and wrapped elements. Yo
must treat color-coated wire with care so as not to remove the color when manipulating th
wire.

Each wire has unique properties and resistance, and the more you explore a variety of them
the more you'll learn about their potential and limitations.

Beading Wire

Beading wire is created from cabled metal that has been coated with nylon. The higher th
strand count, the softer and more fluid the wire will be.

The most commonly used diameter is .018, but it's not a rule. This wire comes in a variety o
diameters, and it's important to use the thickest diameter to fill the holes in your beads. I us
19-strand or higher in my designs; I find 7-strand is usually too stiff and doesn't achieve th
drape I like.

There are sterling silver, silver-plated and gold-plated wires as well as metallic-colored wire

and each has its own properties. I love using metallic and vibrantly colored soft wires fo
woven exposed wire designs; you don't always have to hide the wires because they ca
become an architectural decorative element in your designs.

Chain

Over the past few years, chain has had a huge resurgence in popularity among jewelr
designers. That's great news for all of us because it means our selection is far more varie
and prevalent.

Chain brings texture to designs and it can, depending on the style and size, either have a ver
delicate appeal or a bold edge. I'm currently a fan of gunmetal and aged brass chain, but
also love shiny silver and gold plated. There is such a great variety out there at the momen
it's a good time to stock up and play.

Leather, Waxed Linen, Silk and Ribbon
These materials are great for knotted or exposed designs.

To work with silk, you'll need the help of an awl or a bead-knotter tool, which allows you t
knot close to your beads. Leather and linen can be knotted easily by hand. I love the rust
appeal of leather and linen, but I also like the drape and elegance of knotted silk.

Ribbon and rattail can add another dimension to your designs. You can also knot, wrap an
tie these materials onto a core strand for dimension and textural interest.

Gather a variety of these materials in different colors and diameters, and see how much fu

you can have switching things up.

String 'Em Up! Pendants, Beads and Metal

Millions of styles of pendants, beads and metal elements are available to the designer at bea
shows, local bead shops, large craft chains and online jewelry-making Web sites. If you can
find the exact bead pictured in a project, the odds are in your favor that with a little ingenui
and imagination you'll find a perfect stand-in. Here's a rundown of pendants, beads and met
elements, and a few examples of how substituting one bead for another can give your design
a fabulous flair.

Bead

Brilliant, beautiful and beguiling, beads are endlessly fascinating. Made from a litany o
materials from glass to metal to plastic to gemstone to shell to nuts to clay — if you can drill
hole in it and string it on a wire or strand, you can call it a bead.

You will never run out of beads to enjoy, and each bead has a unique personality. The siz
and shape and weight of your beads are important to consider when you're designing
Durability is as important as style. Here's an overview of some of the kinds of beads we
explore in this book.
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